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It gives me an immense pleasure and pride to present to you a report of our 

activities and achievements for the year 2020-21. 

 We achieve the holistic development of the human beings through an 

excellent academic and physical environment that is conducive to learning, 

developing creativity. 

 By the intercession of the Holy Family this academic year began with 

prayer, on the 1st June 2020. This year on the wake of pandemic we had hard 

times. We made it, we navigated online learning, spent more times with 

family, mastered zoom and google meet and still managed to plays port, be 

involved in performances and socialize with friends. Of course we could not 

have managed as well without the continued support from our parents and 

students for learning with us as we have to adapt to a different way learning 

with our students and having different process in place for our students to 

ensure their safety around the school. 

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS 

Excellence in academic is the hall mark of good institution. Likewise                                                        

the previous years, this year also our academic achievements have been good. 

The academic progress of Holy Family School was proved again with 100 

percentage success in the class X and XII examinations. Our students have 

made us proud. The key highlights of class tenth and twelfth are 

1. 100% pass result in XII 

2. In CBSE 12, Arya Vijayan gained 96.5% and Nandana.C secured 

distinction 

3. X Standard Students scored 100% victory in the CBSE Board 

Examination 2019. 

4. Out of 24 students 2 secured more than 90% and 11 got distinction 

and 11 with first classes. 

Assemblies are an essential part of school, they not only promote a 

sense of collective belonging to the school but they also educate the students 

and nurtures the discipline and development needed for the citizen of India. 

Our school assembly lays a major role in it. We conduct senior Assembly for 

classes VIII to XII on Monday, Junior Assembly for classes V to VII on 

Tuesday, sub Junior Assembly for classes I to IV on Wednesday and KG 

Assembly for kids on Thursday.  

 We congratulate these students for their excellent performance and 

warm wishes for their bright future. With a view of inculcating democratic 

practices and values in children, the school cabinet was constituted.  

Noyal.K.Raju and Kumari Alna Rosma Savey were elected as Head Boy and 

Head Girl. 

 The competition not only among the fellow students of Holy Family. 

They need to extend their boundaries and emerge as victors among other 

students of India. Arts day in our school was held on November 2nd to 7th. Mr. 

Indrans, Cine Artist inaugurated the fest on October 31st through Google 



Meet. Many of our children participated in various items. Overall Champion 

Aswanikrishna Standard Seven. 

 Health plays a vital role in coordinating mind body and spirit. 

Observing Sports day serves the purposes of emphasizing the vital need to 

preserve healthy culture and atmosphere. Our students proved their mettle 

with an outstanding performance in the Athletic Meet 0n 30th and 31st 

December in our school.  

CELEBRATION OF EVENTS 

 The Merit Event was conducted on 8th January to honour the 

toppers of the AISSE examination. Fr. Abraham Karingapuram, Vicar of 

Ayur Forane was the Chief guest reminded the students about their 

responsibilities and the importance to remain focused in their studies and 

dreams. 

In the view of the massive celebration of “International Yoga Day” was 

observed on June 21st. Chain of stretched arms and dynamic poses swamped 

on the school ground and informed Yoga sessions explored benefits of Yoga in 

the school assembly. 

Independence day was observed on 15th August 2020 at our school. To 

promote spirit of nationalism and patriotism among children. We have 

conducted Patriotic Song and Speech. 

On 2nd October 2020 the Gandhi Jayanthi day was observed in the school. 

Principal Sr. Tincy Vazhakkad SABS gave a beautiful message to inculcate 

the social values that can bring a big change in the society.  

Our school celebrated 64th years of glory of Kerala Piravi on November 1st. 

Children showcased their talents by reciting Malayalam poems of great 

poets. The history of Kerala was enacted. 

Children’s Day was a day of enjoyment. Students from LKG to Std IV 

participated in various entertainment programmes. 

To outlet the steam of caliber of our students in the field of Science, IT, 

Mathematics, Social Science, Language, Arts and Crafts. School Exhibition, 

“Amigo 2020” was conducted in our school, on December 4th and 5th 2020. All 

the students participated and exhibited their talents. Parents encouraged the 

children. The new scientific inventions made by children are highly 

appreciable. Mr. Sheeju Chandran, Rtd. Senior Scientist of VSSC, 

Trivandrum, inaugurated the function. 

Christmas celebration was arranged on 24th December. Fr. Boby Jose 

Kattikkad was the chief guest. He gave jovial message which made the 

Christmas celebration lively.  

Online study during Covid -19: The nationwide lockdown following the 

Covid – 19 has led to a burst of activity with online education. The Covid -19 

has resulted in schools shut all across the world globally over 1.2 billion 

children are out of the class room. As a result, education has charged 

dramatically with distinctive rise of e-learning where by teaching in 

education remotely on digital platforms. 



 At Holy Family Public School teachers and coordinators are regularly 

in contact with the students and parents and taking the online classes 

regularly. Apart for the students are given various other extracurricular 

activities such as drawing, singing, dancing, etc on day to day basis which 

they are carry out at their home and to encourage them we put their views on 

social medias and medias. 

 As we are passing through an unprecedented crisis situation in the 

year 2020 we are confident that we will overcome all the odds by our strong 

will and ethics and pave like way for the betterment of education. We have 

started our online lectures from the 1st April 2020 using various innovation 

tools to facilitate bearing by the students. 

  


